
First, Remove OEM Glock Magazine Baseplate

MCK MAG EXTENSION 
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
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Thank you for your purchase! 

To remove your magazine’s original baseplate, please locate the hole with detent, 
on the bottom of the magazine. (see figure 1a). Once located, please take a punch
/allen key and depress the tab where the hole is. It is important to keep the punch
/allen key in place as you move it from back to front, sliding off the baseplate. 
(see figure 2a). **Warning** This baseplate is under pressure from a spring 
inside the magazine, please remove slowly as to not lose any parts. Once the 
baseplate is disengaged from the bottom of the magazine, slowly slide it off and baseplate is disengaged from the bottom of the magazine, slowly slide it off and 
take out the spring and follower on top of the spring (see figure 3a)

Next, please locate the screws on the back of your magazine extension and remove them, 
thus, allowing the back component of the Mag Extension to slide out. (See Figure 1c)
With the back component of the mag extension removed, you are now able to slide the 
magazine extension onto the bottom lips of Glock magazine. (See Figure 2c) 

With the new spring and magazine extension in their proper places, 
now it is time to depress that spring and get the back component of 
the mag extension to slide overtop the depressed spring. 
(see figure 1d-4d) With the mag extensions back component in place, 
please use the provided allen key to tighten the back screws 
of the mag extension. (Reverse Figure 1c to secure in place.) 

Once you have disassembled your Glock magazine, it is important to take off the 
follower on the top of your old magazine and install it on your new spring. To take 
off the follower from your old magazine, simply pull it off the top (you will hear a 
small click as you take this off) when placing it on the new spring, the top of the 
spring will click and hold the follower in place once installed with minimal 
pressure. (See Figure 2b)
Once you have your follower installed on the new spring, please insert Once you have your follower installed on the new spring, please insert 
that spring back into the body of the magazine with the follower in the right 
orientation (See Figure 3b).


